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 This White Paper covers measurements for membrane integrity using the example of a full-scale 
ultrafiltration system at a hospital sewage.   
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Membrane Integrity Monitoring 
 

 

FIGURE 1: UF MEMBRANE MONITORING AT A HOSPITAL SEWAGE PLANT 

 
 

 

Overview 
 

This white paper describes the application of the ColiMinder in monitoring the membrane 

integrity of an MBR hospital sewage treatment plant.  

The ColiMinder has been tested at the plant in 2015 and has been installed in August 2016.  

Since August 2016, the ColiMinder is operating 24/7 monitoring the contamination level of the 

permeate, automatically notifying (by SMS) in case of an increase in contamination level. 

The ColiMinder is not only used as a fully automatic early warning system which is sending an 

alert when the membrane quality decreases. At the same time this immediate feedback on 

process conditions helped the operators to increase the performance of the MBR systems.  

Initially frequent cases of contamination peaks during operation but as well caused by cleaning 

or maintenance have drastically reduced in the cause of the last 2 years. 

After more than two years of operation a first service has been made in Dec. of 2018.  

The system for monitoring MBR plant discharge contamination, including the ColiMinder, has 

been recognized by the Danish EPA as "best available technology" for ensuring process quality. 
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Measurement Example MBR Hospital Sewage Treatment Plant 
 

The treatment process consists of a membrane bioreactor (MBR) followed by ozone, activated carbon, 

and UV. The ColiMinder is installed after ultrafiltration, automatically monitoring the permeate stream 

before ozonation. 

The device is automatically sampling from the permeate collection tank in order to determine the 

bacterial contamination timeline and thus the integrity of the membrane modules. 

Parameter 
The parameter monitored by the ColiMinder is the E. coli specific enzymatic activity (beta glucosidase 

activity). 

Units 
The Units presented at the graphs are mMFU/100ml equals Thousandth Modified Fishman Units / 

100ml. 

The scientific definition of this enzymatic activity is as follows: 

Unit Definition - MFU (Modified Fishman Unit): One MFU will liberate 1.0 μg of phenolphthalein from 

phenolphthalein glucuronide per hour at pH 6.8 at 37°C 

 

First Trial in 2015 
 

A first 1-month test period has been performed in 2015 in order to determine the feasibility of 
membrane integrity monitoring using bacterial contamination as parameter for membrane integrity. 
Right after installation a strong contamination pattern has been measured, the measurement 
frequency has been increased to 72 measurements per day by only performing short cleaning cycles. 
 

  
FIGURE 2: TIMELINE OF E.COLI SPECIFIC ACTIVITY IN THE PERMEATE STREAM OF A HOSPITAL SEWAGE PLANT 

 

Detection of defective membrane filtration modules (UF) in WWTP using ColiMinder™ measuring 

permeate contamination level. Peaks indicate defective filtration modules.  The correlation of the 
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timing of the peaks with membrane switching schedule allowed to identify faulty modules and remove 

them from the process. 

A zoom into the green square (below) shows that the timeline– which is looking like “noise” - is still 

showing different contamination levels that still correlate with dedicated membrane modules of 

different integrity. 

 

FIGURE 3: ZOOM INTO GREEN AREA OF FIGURE 2 

Parallel tests using standard culture-based lab methods indicated that below a level of about 5 

mMFU/100ml zero CFU are found. Above this level the standard methods show CFU. Therefore, this 

level has been set as alarm level. As soon as this level is exceeded the system is automatically notifying 

the people in the Email list. 

Fixed Installation and Permanent Monitoring of Membrane Integrity since 2016 

The ColiMinder has been installed in August 2016 and is monitoring the membrane integrity 24/7 since 

installation. As soon as the Threshold Level is exceeded the people in charge of quality control receive 

an automatic notification in order to fix the membranes. VWMS is providing an online data 

visualization tool named vwm.solutions which is capable of automatically send notifications. 

 

 

FIGURE 4: EXAMPLE OF MAILING LIST FOR AUTOMATIC NOTIFICATION  

 

All email addresses inserted into the “E-mails list” receive warnings as soon as the defined threshold 

level is exceeded or if any other problems occur, like “no sample available” or “no rinsing water”, etc. 

The next graph shows a timeline measured during this continuous monitoring. At the beginning 

contamination spikes indicate defective membrane modules. These modules are not “broken” as the 

spikes only reach 4 to 7 mMFU/100ml which is relatively low compared to the readings of above 200 
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mMFU/100ml measured in the first trial. The corresponding modules have been removed from the 

process by 11th of August, from then only the basic contamination of 1.5 to 2 mMFU/100ml is present. 

 

FIGURE 5: TIMELINE IN CONTINUOUS MONITORING 

The orange line indicates the moving average of results. A diurnal sinusoidal variation of 
contamination – which is typical for sewage plants – is clearly visible.  

This basic activity level measured is caused by free enzyme passing the membrane. The level of free 
enzyme indicates the conditions on the other side of the membrane in terms of their dynamic. 

This example indicates that the ColiMinder™ technology is not only capable of identifying failing 
membranes in this application – like proven in the trial – but also to monitor and indicate the quality of 
intact membrane filtration processes in standard operational regime.  

Besides the rapid measurement the shape of the timeline generated by the ColiMinder provides 
important information about what is going on in the process, how it develops and what might be the 
reason (see figure 6 below).  

 

FIGURE 6: TIMELINE SHOWING NO FAILING MEMBRANES BUT BACTERIAL GROWTH ON THE PERMEATE SIDE OF THE SYSTEM 

The shape of the timeline indicates that this contamination is not caused by failing membranes but by 
bacterial growth at the permeate side of the membranes. 
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